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Electrocardiography (ECG) used in the determination of cardiac abnormalities and is a
fundamental part of clinical evaluation. The aim of this study was to determine reference
ranges of ECG parameters in kitten and adult Angora cats and to check the effect of age upon
different ECG parameters. In this study, 14 kittens (8 females, 6 males) aged 2.5–3 months old
and 14 adult cats (7 females, 7 males) between 2–3 years of age, a total of 28 healthy Angora
cats were used. The three standard bipolar limb leads (I, II, III) and augmented unipolar limb
Key Words: Angora cat,
leads (aVR, aVL, aVF) were recorded with the cats in right lateral recumbency
Electrocardiogram, Heart
position. Duration and amplitude of P, T waves and QRS complex, PR and QT intervals, heart
rate, Mean electrical axis,
rhythm, the mean electrical axis (MEA) and heart rate were measured in lead II. In addition,
Wave
in all leads were determined, configurations of P wave, QRS complex and T wave. Data was
evaluated with Mann–Whitney U test because it was not provided in the normality of
assumptions. The mean heart rate was 204.71±25.27 beats/ min in kittens and 182.07±14.54
beats/min in adult cats. The average value of the MEA was 103.36±25.32° in kittens and
80.21±19.53° in adult cats. Data from kitten and adult age groups were compared; R and T
wave amplitude, PR interval and heart rate and MEA values were found to be statistically
different. As a result, this present study revealed ECG values of both kitten and adult Angora
cats. In addition, some parameters were observed to change depending on the age.
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INTRODUCTION
Electrocardiography (ECG) is the reflection of heart’s
electrical activity, and one of the basic methods used for
evaluation of cardiac disease (Harvey et al., 2005; Camacho
et al., 2010). Electrocardiography is commonly used
especially in small animals to diagnose and monitor
arrhythmias and conduction disorders, myocardial
hypertrophy, electrolyte disorders, pericardial and pleural
effusions, and heart rate (Harvey et al., 2005).
Previous studies on heart’s electrical activity in animals
have been mainly concentrated on dogs (Bernal et al., 1995;
Hanton and Rabemampianina, 2006; Atmaca and Emre,
2010), horses (Lombard et al., 1984; Ayala et al., 1998), and
goats (Ahmed and Sanyal, 2008; Pogliani et al., 2013; Atmaca
et al., 2014). Studies have demonstrated that breed and age
in dogs (Atmaca and Emre, 2010; Avizeh et al., 2010) and
breed in goats (Mohan et al., 2005; Ahmed and Sanyal, 2008;
Pogliani et al., 2013; Atmaca et al., 2014) affect
electrocardiographic parameters and particularly alter
duration, amplitude, configuration of waves, and mean
electrical axis. In addition, it has been stressed that the
functional changes brought about by age in cats and dogs
should be known (Avizeh et al., 2010). However, a study
investigating cardiac physiology in the neonatal period
showed a leftward shift of heart’s electrical axis and a
progressive decrease in S wave amplitude despite a

progressive increase in R wave amplitude between 1–30
days after birth. Although there exist studies in the
literature that have investigated the effects of computerized
versus conventional electrocardiographic method (Camacho
et al., 2010), different body positions (Harvey et al 2005),
and standard extremity derivation system versus orthogonal
derivation system (Rogers and Bishop 1971) on
electrocardiographic parameters, these studies have mainly
focused on comparison of one method with another. Studies
that have specifically investigated the effect of the breed
factors on electrocardiographic parameters are very limited
(Kilicalp and Cinar, 2003).
The first aim of this study was to determine heart
rhythm, heart rate, the values of normal ECG waves, and
mean electrical axis (MEA) in Angora cats of varying age.
The second aim of this study was to provide clinicians with
reference values to aid in diagnosis and prognosis of cardiac
diseases in this species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study protocol was in accordance with the guidelines
for animal research and approved by the Ethical Committee
of the Kirikkale University (11/194). All cats were submitted
to a physical examination and appeared to be normal and
healthy. In the study kittens aged, 2.5–3 months (n=14, 8
females, 6 males) and adult aged between 2–3 years (n=14, 7
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females, 7 males), a total of 28 healthy Angora cats were
used. The 3 standard bipolar limb leads (I, II, III) and the
augmented unipolar limb leads (aVR, aVL, aVF) were
recorded with the cats in right lateral recumbency position,
without sedation and under minimal restraint, using
alligator clip electrodes with a little cardiac gel applied just
proximal to the olecranon on the caudal aspect of the
appropriate forelimb and over the patellar ligament on the
cranial aspect of the appropriate hindlimb, respectively,
according to the Tilley method (1992). All the ECG
recordings were made during the morning hours, using a 3–
channel electrocardiograph (Edan Instruments, Inc, VE–
300, China). All recordings were standardized at 1 mV = 10
mm, with a chart speed of 50 mm/s.
The morphology of P waves, QRS complexes, and T
waves were analyzed in all leads. Cardiac rhythm, heart rate,
amplitude and duration of P, QRS and T waves, as well as
the PR interval and QT interval, were calculated in lead II.
The mean electrical axis for each individual was determined
from the net amplitude of the QRS complex in leads, I and
III.

Statistical Analysis

Data processing was performed with the SPSS 15.0 (SPSS,
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The electrocardiographic
parameters were evaluated with Mann–Whitney U test
because it was not provided in the normality of
assumptions. P values less than 0.05 were considered as
significant for all statistical calculations. The data were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation.
RESULTS
The ECG amplitude and duration parameters derived from
the recorded lead II are shown in Table 1. All the animals
had sinus rhythm. The mean heart rate was 204.71 per
minute in kittens and 182.07 per minute in adults. The
minimum and the maximum values of mean electrical axis
were obtained between 90° to 160° in kittens and 45° to 120°
in adult cats (Table 2).
Table 1: Amplitude and duration of
electrocardiographic waves in lead II
Parameter
Kitten
0.03±0.001
P–wave duration (s)
0.02–0.04
0.11±0.023
P–wave amplitude (mV)
0.10–0.15
0.03±0.007
QRS–complex duration (s)
0.02–0.04
0.36±0.136a
R– wave amplitude (mV)
0.10–0.50
0.03±0.013
T–wave duration (s)
0.02–0.06
0.09±0.053a
T–wave amplitude (mV)
0.05–0.20
0.06±0.013a
PR interval (s)
0.05–0.10
0.14±0.018
QT interval (s)
0.12–0.18
a,b:

the

various

Adult
0.03±0.005
0.03–0.04
0.13±0.010
0.05–0.20
0.03±0.006
0.03–0.04
0.59±0.233b
0.30–1.10
0.04±0.011
0.02–0.06
0.14±0.079b
0.05–0.30
0.08±0.012b
0.06–0.10
0.13±0.019
0.10–0.16

Data have different superscript letter within the same row were
statistically different (P<0.05); The values in the parenthesis indicates range

The P wave was predominantly positive in standard bipolar
leads and aVF and negative polarities in aVR and aVL of all
cats. In kittens, the predominant patterns of waveforms of
the QRS complexes were qr and QS in aVR and aVL and
whereas in standard bipolar leads and aVF, the pattern was
usually rs. In adults, predominant QRS morphologies were
observed qr morphology in lead, I and aVL, and R
morphology in lead II and lead III and QS in aVR and r in
aVF. In all cats, polarities of T wave was determined as
positive in leads, I, II, III, aVL and aVF and negative in aVR.
Table 2: Values of heart rate and mean electrical axis in
Angora cats
Parameter
Kitten
Adult
Heart rate (beats/min)
204.71±25.27a
182.07±14.54b
167–250
150–200
Mean electrical axis (°) 103.36±25.32a
80.21±19.53b
90–160
45–120
a,b:

Data have different superscript letter within the same row were
statistically different (P<0.05): The values in the parenthesis indicates range

There was significant difference among R and T wave
amplitudes, PR interval duration, heart rate and mean
electrical axis between kittens and adult Angora cats
(P<0.05). An example of a normal electrocardiogram of
kitten and adult Angora cat is shown in Figure 1.
DISCUSSION
It has been reported that structural and functional
alterations (Avizeh et al., 2010) in cardiovascular system
after birth and breed disparities (Paslawska, 1998) are the
two factors that are effective on electrocardiogram
configuration. Studies investigating the role of breed
disparities in variation among electrocardiographic
parameters have mainly focused on dogs (Rezakhani et al.,
1990; Oguchi and Hamlin, 1993; Bernal et al. 1995; Paslawska
1998; Hanton and Rabemampianina, 2006; Atmaca and
Emre, 2010) and goats (Mohan et al., 2005; Pogliani et al.;
Ahmed and Sanyal, 2008; Atmaca et al., 2014). Furthermore,
it has been reported that gender difference has no effect on
electrocardiographic parameters (Kilicalp and Cinar, 2003;
Gomes Lourenco and Ferreira, 2003) while anesthesia may
have adverse effects on heart function and may thus affect
electrocardiographic parameters (Piskin et al., 1999). As a
result of all these factors, the present study did not employ
anesthesia administration, but use animals of both genders
of the same breed that were grouped into age groups of
kitten and adult animals.
In this study, sinus rhythm was observed in all animals
as previous studies (Rogers and Bishop, 1971; Tilley, 1992).
However, Abbott (2005) and Hanas et al. (2009) reported
that sinus arrhythmia predominated in ECG recordings
made by ambulatory ECG and Holter recordings,
respectively. The reason of the absence of sinus arrhythmia
in this study was probably the increased sympathetic
system as a result of stress in animals elicited by manual
restriction. The obtained heart rate values were consistent
with those previously reported for cats (120–240 bpm)
(Tilley, 1992; Kilicalp and Cinar, 2003) and they were higher
in kittens (204.71 bpm) compared to adult cats (182.07
bpm). It can be said that a lower heart rate is an expected
finding in adults as a result of predominance of the
parasympathetic system in adult ages in contrast to the
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Figure 1 A. Example of kitten ECG (bipolar standard limb leads, 50 mm/s; 10 mm = 1 mV); B. Example of adult Angora cat ECG (bipolar standard limb leads,50
mm/s; 10 mm = 1 mV); C. Example of kitten ECG (Augmented unipolar limb leads, 50 mm/s; 10 mm = 1 mV); D. Exam ple of adult Angora cat ECG (Augmented
unipolar limb leads, 50 mm/s; 10 mm = 1 mV)

newborn period when the sympathetic system
predominates (Davidowski and Wolf, 1984). The duration
and amplitude of P wave that is indicative of atrial
depolarization were similar to reference values reported for
cats (Tilley, 1992) and those reported for Van cats (Kilicalp
and Cinar, 2003). When all leads are considered, the P wave
configuration was similar to that reported for dogs
(Upeniece, 2004), which is usually positive in standard
bipolar leads and aVF, negative in aVR, and in both
directions in aVL.
Duration and amplitude of QRS complex that shows
ventricular depolarization were similar to previously
reported values (Tilley, 1992), while R wave amplitude was
greater in adult cats than kittens. Such a finding may be
explained by the fact that right ventricle is more prominent
in the newborn but left ventricle becomes predominant
with aging (Bernal et al., 1995; Gomes Lourenco and
Ferreire, 2003). When the configuration of QRS complex
was analyzed, it was shown that QRS complex generally
had a monophasic and diphasic configuration. While the
kittens in the present study frequently had a rs
configuration, especially in lead II, adult animals typically

exhibit an R configuration, supporting the notion that left
ventricle starts to predominate as the animal ages.
It has been reported that the amplitude of T wave, a
marker of ventricular repolarization, is less than 0.3 mV and
in the positive direction in cats (Tilley, 1992). In this study,
T wave amplitude and duration were similar to those
reported in previous studies (Rousselot, 1980). Similar to
the report of Kilicalp and Cinar (2003), T wave was negative
in aVR and mostly positive but may have been in both
directions in other leads. Furthermore, T wave amplitude
was greater in adult cats compared to kittens, possibly
because of the heart's developmental process.
QT duration that shows the duration of ventricular
depolarization and repolarization, and PR interval
measuring the conduction time of depolarization wave that
originates from the sinus node were compatible with those
reported by Edwards (1987) and Tilley (1992). PR interval
was longer in adult cats compared to kittens. The negative
correlation between PR interval and heart rate (Bernal et al.,
1995; Hanton and Rabemampianina, 2006) may be argued as
the reason why kittens with lower heart rates have longer
PR interval.
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It has been reported that the mean electrical axis
ranged between 0° and +160° in cats (Tilley, 1992) and +66.5°
and +87.5° in Van cats (Kilicalp ve Cinar, 2003). In the
present study, the mean electrical axis ranged between 90°
to 160° in kittens and 45° to 120° in adult cats,. It was noted
that kittens and adult cats had different MEA values. Gomes
Lourenco and Ferreira (2003) reported a right to left shift in
electrical axis at the neonatal period in kittens. The
difference between the MEA values in kittens and adult cats
determined in this study was thought to be related to aging
factor.
In conclusion, this study provided some
electrocardiographic parameters, heart rate, and mean
electrical axis in kittens and adult Angora cats. It also
presented aging–related differences in R and T wave
amplitudes, PR interval, heart rate, and mean electrical axis.
It is expected that the provided parameters would help
clinicians both diagnosis and prognosis of cardiac diseases
in kitten and adult Angora cats.
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